MOTIF SPECTRUM:
FS00.0.1.4, cf. Food (dish) that resembles excreta (human's, animal's, bird's);
FS01.9.1.14, cf. Food causes stomach trouble (acne, diarrhea, etc.);
FS05.7.5.31, cf. Vegetarian diet (no meat) promotes good health;
FI04.17.416, Covoluntary defecation (arrination) from fear;
GI13.3, Cannibal witch;
GI23, Person proven to be cannibal (ogre, witch, etc.) masquerading as human;
GI70.6.34, cf. Gorgas in form of women (goll;
GI41.58, cf. Ogre (predator) poses as relative of intended victim (prey);
GI41.18, cf. (formerly GI41.58), Ogre poses as man's sister and invites him to live in her house;
GI41.64, cf. Gorgas poses as vendor (peddler);
GI41.16, cf. Gorgas searching for escaped intended victims (poses as vendor and invites people to tell him about their "worry and grief");
GI52.4.11, cf. Ogre persuades to crawl underneath door: she is burned;
FS81.9.1.1.8, cf. Boasting (giving food: unruly, raving (pudlia/Cocofasia esclenta/munglinga));
PN56.7.6.1.2.12, cf. Invitation to talk: "Tell me all about your worry and grief, from the day your mother bore you"!
GI55.6, Escape from ogre (ogre, witch, etc.);
J155.3.14, cf. Husband ignores his wife's advice: disastrous results;
J135.4, cf. Wine as [wine] adviser;
J129.9.1.14, cf. Father disregards daughter's advice: disastrous results;
J229.16.5.15, Captive now to ogre: "Devour me beginning with my little ears (boar)," which did not heed his wife's advice (advice);
J581, cf. Foolishness of noise-making when enemies overthrown;
J581.71, cf. Hider betrays hiding place by causing another hider to cry (talks);
K178, Judgment of animals: defeated by gods (deity) not by word;
H602.4.31, cf. Wife warns husband against woman posing as relative (sister). Warning disregarding disastrous result: she is devoured;
J412.36, cf. Numerous brings about his own capture;
J230.48, Guiltless husband believes ogres, but not his own wife;
K151.9.9, cf. Escape by hiding in household unclean—miasmatose;
K151.9.21, cf. Escape by hiding in grove (calabash);
K231, Escape by shamming illness;
K232.1.2.4, Escape by shamming illness: food (pomot, mash, porridge, etc.) smeared on intended victim's posterior and claimed to be effects of diarrhea;
K501.4.5, Escape by pretending to go to river and wash clothes;
K712, cf. PREY lured into predatory power by flattery or promise of reward;
K1817.4.2.12, cf. Disingenuous as peddler so as to gather news (usually of escaped or missing person);
K2011.3.18, cf. Ogre poses as man's sister and feigns affection for his children;
L113.5, cf. Woescater hero;
N538.2, Treasure from defeated giant;
N606, cf. Stevan (wrestler, butcher, diver, etc.) as helper;
P160.1.3, cf. Poor peddler (vendor);
P408.13, cf. Wood (underbrush) gatherer—vendor (bogdji);
P1005.24, cf. Parents and children are sleeping quarters;
Q6.31, cf. Vileness punished (reprimanded);
R123.4.14, Mother swears (grotesque) children;
R217.24, cf. Flailing ship (boat) rescued strands person(s);
T127.38, cf. Husband and wife as contrasts: in intelligence;
T255, The obstinate wife or husband;
T311.7.14, cf. Person prefers not to remarry.

OCCURRENCES:
—PEN;
Kuwait:
—MSP;
(1) al-Dawaw, Qatar I, 68 < <327H> + Sabaki > (f, f, f), 80;
(2) al-Dawaw, Qatar II, 165-57, [No. 71] < <327H> + } (m, 20, stu.);
—MSP;
—IRAQ;
(1) Ali S. Jilaid, Turati X, 6, 127-28 <g.sh.-z.-l.-f, 281-82, [No. 43]] < <327H> + } (C, f, f, 60);
(1) Maks K. Al-Ali, Turati IX, 2, 143-46 <g.sh.-z.-l.-f, 77-80, [No. 8] < <327K> + 7254.6, 327H, X, cf. antithetical = B114, 511A.1.1-cf. } (11);
(1) Stevens, Iraq, 27-29, No. 7 [NK 614] < <327H> +eq. + <327H> +eq. + <327K> = 7254.6, cf. -<327K>, cf. } (C, s, m, mlng., Chr. res., 8, col. f, Euro.);
(1) Khd. al-Abi-Antil, Turati III, 4, 687-71, [No. 30] < <327H> + } (f, f, f);<br />
(1) Elshab Babilis, Turati XIII, 2, 109-10, [g.sh.-z.-l.-f, 326-38, [No. 51] < <327H> +eq. + 534A + 40986 (Complaitue > (C) m, snth. sa, ba, 1934).
—JORDAN:;
(1) Gh. al-Hassan, "urdan" 260,64, No. 48 < <327H> + } (Qaqq) f, 40;
Bahrain:
1. AGSCF; QTR 87-3, 676-27-258 — <327178> = EMOCF P847.15<missing> () 1, 70, wed to Qatar, col f.
2. AGSCF; QTR 87-3, 675-3-No. 2 — <327171> = S2 () f, 59, non-lit., widow, [naked mostly fabricated]; col f.
3. AGSCF; QTR 87-3, 679-36-116 — <327171> = S2 () f, 30, u. grad., wed, teacher; col f.
4. AGSCF; QTR 87-3, 664-2-No. 7 — <327171> = S2 () f, 45, wed, elem. relig. edu., but non-lit.; col f.
5. AGSCF; QTR 87-3, 686-x-No. 7 — <327171> = S2 () f, 59, elem. relig. edu.; from mo; col f.
6. AGSCF; QTR 87-3, 685-3-357 — <327171> = S2 () f, 59, non-lit., never; col f.
7. AGSCF; QTR 87-3, 747-x-No. 3 — <327171> = 480-c. S2 () f, 48, in literacy program, wed; col f.
8. al-Duaiwi, Qatar II, 232, [No. 117] — <327171> = 409CF<once “animal tale” (?) () f, 105.0

O3274K, Ory Gains Access into the Children’s House after Persuading Most of Them to Kill their Guarding Dog (Dog). (Only one escapes)
INDEXES: [CT 123C, 201D, 327171, 709A,1,rest deviates, 883B].
MOTIF-SPECTRUM: B332, Too watchful dog killed; B335.3.1.R. Enemy (ore) persuades children to kill helpful animal (dog); B411, Helpful cow; B421, Helpful dog; B521.3.4.I. Blood of slain faithful dog warns children of danger; D1010.16, Blood speaks;

D1610.16, Speaking blood drop; E780.2, Formerly E79.2J, Vital drop of blood (spinaux, warms); K2011.41, Animal poses as woman’s sister (the children’s maternal aunt) so as to deceive her (them); Z364.6.1, Only one of a group of siblings survives.

INDEXES: [CT 123C, 201D, 327171, 709A,1,rest deviates, 883B].
MOTIF-SPECTRUM: B332, Too watchful dog killed; B335.3.1.R. Enemy (ore) persuades children to kill helpful animal (dog); B411, Helpful cow; B421, Helpful dog; B521.3.4.I. Blood of slain faithful dog warns children of danger; D1010.16, Blood speaks;
The Theft of Magic Objects from Monkeys.

INDEXES: (Usually in combination with Type 136; cf. 314B*, 327L8, 545E*; Nowak: 180).

Syria:

Composite > (S:Armik-Ked) m, Chr, non-lit., multi-lit., laborer).

NE:

Egypt:
20. CFMC: UXl-K, No. 247 <333w, Dwrt, (S:Nkr-Shk) m, phone-operator;)

MGH:

Libya:

Morocco:
23. Leoust, Morocco, 203-12, No. 12 <333w, K206j, cf., cf. E.> (She/or Echra) ;
24. Scelles-Miller, Medehel, 233-56, No. 29 <333w, cf. I + 332, cf. E.> (She/Eme Leilig,

(Mexico) ?/?/B.B."
25. Scelles-Miller, Medehel, 259-63, No. 30 <333w, F1041.14j, cf., cf. E.> (She/or Echra)

(Mexico) ?/?/B.B."

8533j, Woman Tries to Induce Death to Take her Husband.

INDEXES: (Cf. 1354).

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
A487.2j, Azrael (Ar:Arh', "Azrael", "Uqrawel", etc.): angel of death; J1540, Bar Texas between husband and wife; J1541j. cf. Husband wants wife to die so that he may escape death; J2174, (Foolish demands before death [for execution]); K206j, cf. Sick husband wants wife to look pretty so that Death (Azrael) may choose her, not himself; M830, (Fugitive moving to avoid death [Place where a person will die foretold: he moves away, but through accident, finds himself back, and dies]); V233, Angel of death.

OCCURRENCES:

NE:

Egypt:

8533j, "R.E. The Glutton (Red Riding Hood) (Wolf (ogre) swallows person: victim delivered)."

INDEXES: (Cf. 123s, 2007, Grimm/Other: No. 20, Eberhard Revatar, 8, Ant./Asp., 411); Jacob: Abysh'ar, Iraq, sub-Sah-Africa: Egypt: p. 146; Lambrecht: 3056(0).

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
B280.1j. 1/4m-eating animal attacks (small, decent, etc.) persons; B2213.4j, (All water animals in fact put into muscular container (water skin)); F153.7j, Otherworld inside body of supernatural being; F766, cf. Desased city (ghost town); Inhabitants have been devoured; F766j, cf. Desased (abandoned) city repopulated (when danger passes); F1911.3j, Animal swallows man (not fatally); F1913, Victims rescued from swallowers' belly; F1914, Person swallowed and disgorged; G4515, Ogres (predator) poses as relative of intended victim (prey); G552, Ogre persuaded to drink pond dry by brute; G553j, cf. Episodic figure unable to rescue victim from ogre; K1822, Animal disguised as human being; K2011, (Wolf poses as "grandmother" and kills child. (Red Riding Hood);
8830.14, Man-eating animal attacks (steals, devours, etc.) person; P412.64, cf. 2Final swallowing: food swallowed kills swallowor; F913, Victims rescued from swallowor's belly; R1748, cf. 2Rescue from jaws (claws) of animal (man-eater, predator, etc.).

Occurrences:

---MSP---

Iraq:
(1) Qajar Mahmud al-SkiJodd [Mr6], wyst. V, 11, 110-18 — < 956A17w, -cf.: P401.0.1.18, L31, N503, P251.0.28 + F101.0.38, R138 + 333. -cf./gen.: 333D19, F911.18, -cf.: F766.38, P414.14 + 956D18, -cf./f.: T416.4.5.19, R224.15, -cf. + 612D16, R212.1, V60.8.1 + P251.0.28, F952.118

---MICH---

Algeria:
(2) Qajar, Badr al-Zahra, 70-105, No. 2 — < 958B30 + 972F934G + 333D7, F913 + 958B + 314 + 6111.2 (f: mid-age, liter.; col. Euro.): 9

0334. House of the Witch. [Lucky escape from house of horrors].

INDEXES: [Cf. 327G6; Grimm/Uther: No. 42, 43]

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
G055, Escape from ogre (ogre, witch, etc.).

Occurrences:

---SHM---

Palestine:
(1) Mahow/Alasheh, Speak, 234-37, No. 29 — < 334w + 956D18 (Ramallah)| m, 90g

0360. Bargain of Three Brothers with the Devil. [Magic mastic; magic dancing].

INDEXES: [Cf. 475, 594w, 1697; Grimm/Uther: No. 120]

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
D4115, Magic object compels person to dance; D4145.2.3, Magic flute causes dancing; G030.22, The devil helps people; G030.22.1, Devil repays a kindness: returns coat lent him []

G030.22.1.18, Devil repays kindness: gives man (boy) magic object as reward for giving alms “for Devil’s (Stun’s) sake”
D210, Bargain with devil; M211, Man tells soul to devil. (Feast, Theophlias). P428.2, Piper; P771.21, cf. (Servants exchanged; Q251, Kindness to supernatural being (fairely,jinm, angel, disguised saint, etc.) rewarded.

Occurrences:

---MSP---

Iraq:
(1) Steven, Iraq, 287-92, No. 48 (NK 423) — < 360w, D1415.2.3 + 1653B + 1000 > (f, "gift") — Keed. in Ar.; col. f, Euro.)

---SHM---

Syria:
(2) Qajar, "Ladgik": 1970, 58, No. A 12 — < 360w, -cf./f, D1415.2.3/cases one to work hard

N-11 (N.W.)

---NLE---

Egypt:
(2) von Massenbach, NebuAshe, pt. A.II, 61, No. 29 — < 303w, -cf. + 314, pt./av. intro. + 360w,

p1.7 (N=Kut/Aswa-Metuli)

0361. Bear-skin. [Bargain with the Devil].

INDEXES: [Cf. 475; Grimm/Uther: No. 101]

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
M211, Man tells soul to devil. (Feast, Theophlias).

Occurrences:

---NLE---

Egypt:
(2) Fang, Daqahliyah, 35-57, No. 11 — < 808w + 360w, -cf., (L.D/B) m, 16, liter., handkerchief’s apprentice, from fa and bo)

---CPM---

Siwa 71-10, 1-2,5 — < 395w + 360w, -cf. (N.W./Bb) f, 80, bi-ling, wbn girl)

---NLS---

Sudan:

(2) al-Zah, MotabG, dr. 73-78, No. 3 — < 360w, /3211, -cf., G1.11 + F911.6, 321.0.21, G604.19, R311, 952 + 311D16, R511 + 258B9, -cf. E6544, G317.14, G522.4 (most famous legend, "phantasy tale") (f: jointly by two women, presum. adult, non-lit.)

---Algeria---

(2) Salik, Mahboub, 110-21, No. 14 — < 651 w, P255.0.1.24, N734, 1153.9.2, P255.6.8 + 321A, -cf., F171.3.14, G412.4, B783.3, E531.3, G532.3, -cf.: vamps + 569A9, P253.2.0.2, F1041.9, T145.2.59 + 2512.0.4, D1313, 11076, -cf.: P272.24}Lady, prof. transformed451A1 (Bleb/Reb) (m).

Morocco:

---0363, The Vampire. (Bridegroom (husband)) eats corpses, then tests his wife's ability to keep secret].

INDEXES: [Cf. 8944A, Eberhard/Barouch: 157; Nozak: 195].

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
D40, Transformation to likeness of another person;
D43.3, Transformation to likeness of a relative (same, uncle, mother, etc.);
E251, 2Vampire;
E251.3.3, Vampire sucks blood; E5158, 1Drop of blood becomes a living creature (animal, man, ogre, etc.);
G18, Haints of carnivores;
G20, Ghouls. Persons eats corpses;
G20.1.18 (formerly 2G21.1.18), Ogre (ghoul) as husband eats corpses;
G21, Female eater of corpses;
G32, Person proves to be cannibal (ogre, witch, etc.) masking as human;
G77, (husband eats wife;
G250.4f, 2Woman discovers that her husband (groom) is a ghoul (cannibal, sorcerer);
G332.1, Ogre sucks victim’s finger and drinks all his blood;
G377, (husband eats wife;
G250.4f, 2Woman discovers that her husband (groom) is a ghoul (cannibal, sorcerer);
G332.1, Ogre sucks victim’s finger and drinks all his blood;
G377, (husband eats wife;
G250.4f, 2Woman discovers that her husband (groom) is a ghoul (cannibal, sorcerer);
G332.1, Ogre sucks victim’s finger and drinks all his blood;
0636A, Husband Discovers that his Wife is a Ghost (Wakh).

INDEXES: (Fr. 449/1511).

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
G21, Female eater of corpses;
G256, Person grows to be cannibal (ogre, witch, etc) as marking as human;
G290, Man discovers his wife is a witch;
N610, cf. 4Crime accidentally witnessed;

Occurrences:
[Not TREAT.]

-- Pierre Mille I, 231, No. 78 [Arreté de Meurville] --- | <--- 363A.m, cf. 4sphere (. .) | } [trans.]: (.

-- PEN:

Kuwait:

Dickson, Kuwait, 360-64 -- | <383> =, cf. [theme], 363A[m, cf. Occult event] || m, coll., Earn.

Author.

Oman:

-- Müller, Supvari: SAE VI, 113-15, No. 29 -- | <363A[m, cf. Occult event] (W. Szich, m, 36, non-lit., Az.-Afr., Az. mo, salt-water fisher);

-- Müller, stools: SAE VII, 112-14, No. 25 -- | <872> =, cf. 363A[m, cf. Occult event] (B) (hill) || m, adult, Bw, bhm-gurra.

Yemen:

-- Shalab, yamani, 24-26, No. 1 -- | <363A[m, P295.7.18, W256.6.1.18, T101.1.2.6.1.18, H136.9, P295.1.8.19, 992, 449, cf. Inebri Type 494,1511 transformed] (.

-- MSP:

Iraq:

-- Mąjį K., Jar, Tardam X:10, 121-28 -- | <472> =, 363A[m + 519, tEviduat, typicai fin. || S. || m, auth. col.).

Palestine:

-- Littmann, al-Quds, 53-58, Gr. tr., 82-91, No. 5 [NK 1320] -- | <363A[m + 9907, S118.54, N7475 + 519.f, cf. Initial theme only Thene abandoned] (Jrabm coll. m, from kin).

-- NZK:

Sudan:

-- Troebelius, Kordofan, 297-98, No. 26 -- | <363A[m, cf. Steward?]] (Djiraj).

-- MGH:

Tunisia:

-- al-Butajli, Tuni, 74-76, Fr. tr. 103, No. 12 -- | <363A[m, cf. Sfax, f, adult) || title,


Algeria:

-- Deprernet, Biskra I, 374-94, No. 22 -- | <363A[m, cf. Eviduat, 'rural tale]' (t, wife)

-- Savigneau, Kabylie, 139-42, No. 19 -- | <363A[m, S(1) || m, x).

Morocco:


0636, The Man from the Gallows.

INDEXES: (AT. 0).

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
J2735.7.18, 8Child put to death by horror story (tale); K1856.18, cf. 4Human flesh substituted for eaten (lost) meat.

Occurrences:

-- PEN:

Saudia:

-- AUC: 40, No. 6 -- | <366> =, cf. K1856.18, G36, X420f[, cf. Siocompl./first part only, non-Saudi, "true" legend] (Saud/Sudan) f, 22, Saudi, s. st., from Sudanese. nancy in Eg., coll. f, Faire, in Eng.) 0

0636A, Cadaver (Corpse) Reclaims its CANONIALIZED Organs from a GHOUL (Necrophagous Person).

INDEXES: (Fr. 163B*).

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
E235, Return from dead to punish indignities to corpse, or ghost;
E235.4, Return from dead to punish theft of live from man on gallows;
E235.4.4.13, Return from dead to demand return of stolen liver (and lung) from corpse;
E419.7, Person with missing bodily member cannot rest in grave;
E478.2, Organs stolen from corpse;
G20, Ghouls. Persons eat corpses;
G20.0.2, Necrophagous persons: eaters of dead bodies;
G11.0.18, 4Dreadful (ghoulish) scene;
G17.18, Theft from corpse (cadaver). Corpse's organs (lungs) stolen;
J1757.7.2.18, Child put to death by horror story (tale); Z13.1, Tale-teller frightens listener: yells "Boof" at existing point;
Z46, Climate of horrors.

Occurrences:

-- NLE:

Egypt:

-- HE-S: Brooklyn 61-6 IFPTL-127, No. 2 -- | <366A[m, G20.0.2, X420f, cf. E235.4.4.13 + Z1.1.18 || E (Canaan-Ism,Y,N,Y, m, 18, pupil, from pat-aunt, to put to sleep through "Fear")

400, The Man on a Quest for His Lost Wife, [Supernatural (fairy) wife departs for her own homelands].

INDEXES: (Fr. 301E, 407, 425S; Grimm/Usher: No. 92, 93, 197, 193, Eberhard/Boratav: 83, 105, 198, 205, 260; Jason/Avniuti, Iraq: Nowa, 194; sub-Sah.-Africa: Haring: 400; Kipling: p. 147, 351 -- under "C3.1", 2*).

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
B602.1, Marriage to sworn maiden;
C312, cf. [Tabou: man looking at woman];
C40, Name taboo: prohibition against uttering the name of a person or thing;
D5, Enchanted person; [...] A bewitched or enchanted person may, however, retain his original physical form, but may be affected mentally or morally;
D31.1, Swan Maiden;
D31.6, Swan Maiden finds her wings and resumes her form;
D31.6.1.2, 8Swan maiden recovers her feather dress (coat) and resumes her form;
D350, Transformation by putting on skin, clothing, etc.;
D531, Transformation by putting on skin (blackberry);
D659.1.18, 8Maiden (woman) transforms self to bird and flies away from suitor;
D721.3.18, 8Disenchantment by burning (blushing) feather coat (covering);
D1065, Magic mantle (cloak);
D1076, Magic ring;
D1182, Magic pin;
D2062, 8Sight of old name reawakens memory and brings about return from other world;
D2120, Magic transportation;
D2121.5.18, 8Uinan woman (female-juil) carries man on her back and flies him to destination;
F234.1.15, 8Fair in form of bird;
F234.1.15.1, 8Darling as swan;
F243.2.5, 8Darling in form of beautiful young woman;
F300, Marriage or liaison with fairy;
F302, Fairy mistress. Mortal man marries or lives with fairy woman;
F302.13, Man carries fairy and takes her to his home;
F500.2.1.1, Fairy comes into man's power when he steals her clothes;
F500.3.1, 8Wedding of mortal and fairy;
F500.6.1, Fairy wife carries off children by her human husband when she leaves him;
0400*, The Swan Maid. When her feathers are burned, she becomes a beautiful girl.
INDEXES: (Cf. 425M)
MOTH-SPECTRUM:
D361.1, Swan Maiden;
D721.3, Disenchantment by destroying skin (covering);
D721.3.1, 5Disenchantment by burning (hiding) feather coat (covering);
T16, Man falls in love with a woman who he sees bathing;
T16.0.3, 5Human experience from seeing a person bathing.
Occurences:
—MGI:

0401, The Princess Transformed into Deer.
INDEXES: (Cf. 405A*; Grimm/Ulter: No. 93; sub-sub-Africa: Klipple: p. 151.)
MOTH-SPECTRUM:
D721.3, Disenchantment by destroying skin (covering);
H1222, prince a-hunting enter on quest;
N774, Adventures from pursuing enchanted animal (hind, boar, bird).
Occurences:
—MSP:
Iraq:
(1) Meissner, "Iraq", 47-51, No. 27 [NK 10a] — <400+ = 4088−/cf., Σ N774 > (N.G.B.-/);
(2) Qit, Jalalijah, 158-59 — <591A+ = 4067+ = as-deer/doe, 401+ = D721.3 Σ > (i).

0402, The Mouse Cat (Frog, etc.) as Bride. [Three brothers seek wives; youngest marries a she-monkey (tortoise); she proves to be a bewitched beauty.
INDEXES: (Grimm/Ulter: No. 63, 196; Berendt/Boas: 85, 86, 88; Jansen/Arbain; Iraq: Nowell: 2521.)
MOTH-SPECTRUM:
B601.3.1, Marriage of person to beast;
B601.7, Marriage to monkey;
B601.7.28 — formerly B601.7.1), Man marries female monkey;
B604.2.14, Man marries female-zebra;
B604.17, Marriage to person in monkey form;
D142.0.1, cf. Transformation: woman to cat;
D700, Person disinherited;
D721.3, Disenchantment by destroying skin (covering);
D141.1.3, Magic arrow shot to determine where to seek bride;
D1601.10, Self-cooking vessel;
D1601.25, Self-cooking food;
D1607, Self-performing arrow (cooking, cleaning, etc.) gets itself done;
D1935.38, 6Magic ability to perform any task;
H383, cf. Bride test: domestic skill;
H394.41, 6Mistress in cooking (baking);
H3101.1, Quest for the most beautiful bride;
H3105, Quest for best bread;
H3381.3.1.2, Quest for bride for oneself;
F301.11, Prince married to a she-monkey (really queen of the fairies);
H1813, Cooking processes misunderstood;

J1813.19, 6Abund misunderstanding of cooking—miscellaneous;
J2401, Fatal imitation;
J3600.27, 6Wooden homemaker (at cooking, sewing, etc.);
K45.1, 6Cooking contest won by deception;
K9203, Mislending advice;
K1045, Dove induced to overeat (overpowered) food;
L10, Victorious youngest son;
L54.2, Youngest son agrees to marry monster; later, his brothers are jealous;
N3521, cf. Lucky cast of spear (weapon);
P50.9.1, cf., 6jubilat men whose wives are sisters (brothers-in-law);
P564.0.1.1, 6Rivalry between a woman and her zilajf (wife of husband's brother, sisters-in-law);
P790.2.21, 6Refusal to respond to greeting as sign of anger;
P2531.2, 6Poor housekeeping punished;
T54.1, Choosing bride by lot (shooting arrow, throwing ball, etc.);
T54.15, Choosing bride by knocking on randomly (haphazardly) selected door;
T54.2.15, Choosing bride by knocking on doors with sword (spur);
T55.6.48, 6Fashion display (fashion show); body exhibited in various complimentary dresses (costumes);
T601.5, Brothers marry sisters (or vice versa);
T554.4, cf. 16Woman bears monkey;
W1541.3.2, cf. 6Woman's femininity injured by man;
W1959.8, Rest of one's spouse (lover) envied;
W1959.9.3, Brother envies brother's beautiful wife (wives).
Occurences:
—PEN:
Qatar:
(1) AASFC, QTR 87.5, 699.9-No. 1 — <4002 = Dfrag. > (i, f, 50, non-liter., widow; col. f).
Saudi:
(2) al-Jubaylah, Jibril V. 62-77, No. 5 — <4002 = 4056−/pt.+ 533A-6 cf. Individ., frag. > (i);
(3) AUC. No. 3 — <4002 = 6 = D721, 402A-6, cf. Dfrag., transformed > (Usafiq/Ed.: f, 22, u.a., from Eg., many-a-passerby; col. f., Barn., in Eng.).
Yemen:
(1) Daan, Jemen, 169-74, No. 19 — <591A+ = 402+ = Dfrag., Ulter: "4084" > (i, 5, widow, non-liter.);
—MSP:
Iraq:
(1) AA. Agîlah, Turâth XII.12, 195-96, [g.sh.-j.-B. 204-7, [No. 48] — <4002 = 4099, + D721.3 Σ > (N-Math).
—SIM:
Palestine:
(1) AUC: 12. No. 4 — <4085+ = 402+ = 1939 = 1930 = Σ > (i, f, 62, Che-Rom. Cath., litr., from sic; col. f).
Syria:
—NJE:
Egypt:
(1) HS: Shafit, Massadi, 69-4, No. 6 — <4022 = Dfrag. > (E./Arb./Ybn). f, 38, non-liter., BDB, less fav. co-wife; no. of 1 cgh, bmn. 252);
(2) El-Shamy, "Folkloric Behavior", 287, [Informant's Folkloric Response No. 26/27] [HS: S. Breakoff:61-6 IUTTL-135, No. 4 — <4022 = B601.7.23 — formerly B601.7.1) Efrag., crosscutural, abst., told jointly by two sisters, in Eng. > (E.-U./Ch); 1618, from Eg., mo. no; AUC. 14, No. — <402+ + 891.15+ = Σ > (Crestcr. in: f, 65, of Trok descent; col. 6. f); (3) CFMC, Assan 70-128, 8-11 — <402 = R43.11.1, B177.49 + 402+ = as-intro. + 192.0 Σ > (S.U.-Awar); f, 45; col. 7;
(4) Aam-at-Ham, al-Humay, 200-2, [No. 21] — <676+ = 402+ = cf. Dfrag. > (S.W./Fyrm);
T14.1. cf. Woman's girl's picture hung in public place (bathhouse, marketplace, etc.) to attract suitors. 
E2201.11, Story told by tale-character(s) as an account of own personal experience—an "I"-"we" tale.

Occurrences:

**MP**:


**SHE**

5. Campbell, Market Place, 105-8 — < 425A w + 425D, N774 + 430B, pr. intro. > (1).


**Lebanon**


**Egypt**


**Algeria**


0425E. Enchanted Husband Sings Lullaby, [Thus, reasons for his vanishing become known]

INDEXES: Typically occurs as an episode in Type 425D; cf. 425L.

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:

B2113.2.30. Speaking cock; 
B2113.2.38. Singing cock; 
B214.1. Singing animal; 
D1275. Magic song; 
D1615. Magic singing object; 
D1660. Sympathetic objects: jewels, implements, utensils, etc. express feelings of sorrow or joy in sympathy with person; 
D2173. Magic singing; 
W172.3.1.15. 'Eilil-p'ay song (poem): "masool ahmor "red-masooli"), gharbeh-song (song of being a stranger)" = "be the black".

Occurrences:

**MP**:


**MGH**


**Algeria**


0425G. False Bride Takes Heroine's Place As She Tries to Stay Awake, [For while she awaits her return with wedding party]

INDEXES: (Cf. 317A*, 437, 403.4, 408.3).

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:

D900. Magic thunder, lightning, and rain accompany arrival of supernatural (metropolitan) husband (lover); 
D1601. Object labors artificially; 
D1607, Self-acquiring chore: cooking, cleaning, etc. gets itself done; 
D1660. Other automatic objects; 
D2003.1. /Fortunes making; 
D2004.5. Insanity of princess depends on height of fire; 
H35.3. girl constructs a man that becomes alive: to whom does he belong?; 
K2211. Treacherous love-gift; 
K2251.1. Treacherous slave-girl; 
K2261.0.1. Treacherous black woman (expresses); 
K2261.0.18. Treacherous gypsy-girl (woman); 
T22, Prefidated lover. Future wife or husband assigned by destiny; 
T22.2, Preidated wife; 
T23.3, Preidated husband; 
T61.4.0.1.15. cf. *Suiror must be accompanied by others when he proposes marriage; 
T133.4, cf. *Hridkughim and his men come for the bride;
T296. Wife buys (seis) privilege of sleeping one night with husband.

Occurrence:

— SHIM: Jordan:
(1) Gh. al-Hanan, "Iw7Wūn", 74-96, No. 15 — <425Gω + 403 IV Σ> (Ar`īn 1, 20).

Palestine:

— NLE: Egypt:
(3) Al: 18, No. 17 — <425Gω + 403 IV Σ> (Cercedo, in: j 56, seamstress; col f).
(4) CFMC: Cairo 69-9A, 1-11 — <430Gω + 930GΩ, 425Fω + 425Gω + 437K Σ> (Diā/Dhā-Musli m) f, 80, from mom; col f.
(5) CFMC: Cairo 69-9A, 1-3 — <930GΩ, 437K Σ> (Diā/Dhā-Muslim) f, 80, from mom; col f.
(7) Arin, Nil 69-75, No. 3 [NK 1016-1498] — <437K, 425Gω, K266.1.01 Σ> + 894 IV Σ> (1, 46).

— NLS: Sudan:
(8) A. Ibrahim, "Rabī‘ah", No. 10 — <425Gω, Y92.8.1.18 cf. Σ> (1, 46, farmer).

— MGH: Tunisia:
(10) Hexe, Tantis, 149-82, No. 11 — <425Gω + 437Kω, 925.9.14 + 925.2.7, T454.4 — + 925.10.11.3, W195.95, C430 + K1837, N812.94.15, D753.5 + K2261.01.14 + 401G, P1874, P252.0.5, Simplici Σ> (N f, 65, ed, fltr., wed., 130; ras., col f.;

Algeria:
(12) Khemis L’Oegraz, 47-54, [No. 3] — <437Kω, 425Gω + 425 Cf. 403 IV, K299.3.18 + 4258
Dewr > (1 f, 16-17, col’s six or kin);
(13) Sciens-Mille, algiersien, 61-79, No. 3 — <440ω + 425Gω De-evren > (1)? FR. Kh. *

Morocco:
(15) Légiè, Marrakesh, T454-29, No. 4 — <425A, T454.7, D451.0.1.15 + 425Gω + 403 IV + 1359.20.0.11 Σ> (1 f, older, Sultan’s consobine—“Little Sherehezzade,” from f-slaave);
(16) Légiè, Marrakesh, 86-88, No. 19 — <425Gω + 437 + 403 IV Σ> (1 f, older, notable, ras., to upper-class women).

0425G11, The Meteorological (Thunder-Rain) Husband is Reinforced: False Bride Takes Horse’s Name.

INDEXES: [CT. 437].

MOOT: Meteo-Rain phenomena;
D900, Magic weather phenomena;
D905, Magic storm;
D909, Magic thunder, lightning, and rain accompany arrival of supernatural (meteorological) husband (lover);
D2061.1 fl. (introducing by magic);
D2065.4 fl. (introduction of princess depends on height of fire;
E600, Reinforcement;
E667,1 fl. (roes of dead collected and buried. Return in another form directly from grave;
F990.0.18, Extraordinary sympathetic curse phenomena: plants, animals, birds, food; exp. express happiness or sorrow for person;
F1013.14, The hidden cloud of dust (dust-storm);
H021.18, God contracts a man that becomes alive: to whom does he belong?
K1911.3 fl. (Restatement of true bride;
K2212.8 fl. (Tremulous blue λάρμα (paternal-cousin, father’s brother’s daughter).
0428. The Wolf. [Aids maiden with impossible tasks assigned by witch; he is disenchanted].

INDEXES: [Usually in combination with Type 425B; Eberhard/Borradori: 96].

MOTIF-SPECTRUM: B453.3; Helpful wolf;
D700. Peron disenchantment;
H·1010. Impossible tasks;
T643.2. "Keep it it is a girl; send it to me if it is a boy".

Occurrences: — PEN
Zambezian:

— SIM:
Syria:

0430. The Aar. [Marriage to transformed prince].

INDEXES: [Cf. 425C, 425D, 430; Grimshaw/Other: No. 144].

MOTIF-SPECTRUM: B641.4. Marriage to person in animal form;
B641.6. Marriage to person in horse form;
B641.9.8. Marriage to person in camel form;
C781.1. Monster born because of hasty (considerate) wish of parents;
T551.3.3. Monstrous birth; child with donkey’s head;
T554. Woman gives birth to animal;
T544.6.1. Woman gives birth to ass (donkey);
T554.6.2. Woman gives birth to camel;
Z194.1.4.4-18.1. Donkey’s head (face, neck): low.

Occurrences: — PEN
Qatar:
(1) Al-Dowayan, Qurayr 111: — <430=c.> (f. j, 25).

Yemen:

— SIM:
Syria:

— SIM:
Egypt:
(7) Blackman, Upper Egypt, 274-77. [No. 4] — <430=c., as-intro only + 430B.90966k> (S.l. m, older, racist).

— LG:
Libya:
(9) Zaneta, Bengazi, 102-5. [NK 245] — <430=c., as-intro only + 430B.90966k> (O).

Tunisia:

— LG:
Morocco:
(13) Basset, "Abdes", RTP XX, 80-84. [NK 244] — <430=c., 425S.> (S.l. m, older, racist).

0430B. Kar. [Three Sisters, Each Presdestined to Find her Fortune (Husband) at a Certain Location].

INDEXES: [Givane. Usually in combination with Type 440J,1511, 871A, within Type 425 context].

MOTIF-SPECTRUM: A468.31; female, maqaddar, qaimah (written, predestined, kimet)—one’s fated lot;
D1601.10; Self-cooking vessel;
D1601.23; Self-cooking food;
D1610. Magic speaking objects;
0433C. The Serpent Husband and the Jealous Girl.
INDEXES: [CF. 480, 409B §, feminine, 425D, 441; sub-Sah. - Africa: Klipke: p. 166].
MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
B604.1. Cf. Snake to marriage to snake.
J241.7, cf. A snake (for the real daughter). [A stepmother's own daughter is killed when she imitates her stepson's formative marriage to a snake].
J2401. Fatal imitation.

Occurrences:
- N.E.

Egypt:
(1) Abdallah (Cairo), 83-91, No. 5: <313E> §, -f .5100 § + 4098 § + 433C, § (Cer.) m, 99-b. 1902.

0434. The Stolen Mirror Jewel, Necklace. The Princess as doctor cures the love-sick prince.
MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
N017, 2.1, §. Girl throws comb at person (supernatural being) causes him to fall in love with her;
Q75, Attends on the sick rewarded;
T24.1, Love-sickness.

Occurrences:
- N.E.

Egypt:
(1) AUC: 42, No. 9: <40B §, 400 § + 434 §, distorted (S.W./Pym) f, 44, from mo and other women; coll. f. (0).

0434B8. 'R Bird Steals Birds' Jewel (Necklace, Scarf, etc.) thus Causing Separation of Couple.
INDEXES: [Usually in combination with Type 884A; cf. 425F, 955; Jason/Aristoph. - Iraq: under "881B"].
MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
B778B, IThieving animals (birds);
H122.7, §. Quest for lost or stolen property (e.g., cattle, jewelry, rations, etc.);
N318, Accidental separation of lovers;
N352, Bird carries off ring which lover has taken from sleeping mistress's finger;
N352.2, Jewel (garment) carried off by bird from bath. Clothes have been left on bank of stream;
N527, Treasure (money) carried by bird to nest;
N527.1, Diamond in nest carried to eagle's nest;
N774.1, Adventure from pursuing thieves (birds);
N792, A ventures from pursuing objects carried off by bird;
T90, Lovers reunited after many adventure.

Occurrences:
- LIT.-TREAT.: 2.
(1) Chavvin V, 204-12, No. 120 [HISP 12] <871 §, = P313.5 § + 434B § + 884A + P3398. Sexp. p. 207 > (0).

- PEN.

Yemen:
(2) 1. Jamb, Mirfi: SAV III, 51-62, No. 10: <434 §, R41.2, P84.1, 310A §, l, cf. 884A, K1897 (D) (Aden/Ihrami) m, adult, Swl black, b. in Ghaydbah.
(3) Daunm, Yemam, 186-91, No. 21: <434 §, + 884A + J416.1, 516A §, III. l, cf., T145.0 §, [two Sindhis, Ubar: 888 > (0, 800).

- SIAM.

Palestine:
(4) Litnak, al-Quds, 102-16, Gr. tr., 159-83, [No. 9] [NK 133]: <303 = 516C, T135.3 + 434B § (Islam) coll. m, from kib.

- N.E.

Egypt:
(0) CEMC: Aswan 70-12A, 2-1-2, <434 § + F375.3, T463- cf., T472.3, H467.1, S11.5 §, P209.2 §, H315.2, S52, T52.3, twice her weight + 736A, 434B, cf. + 884, 811.1.1

Eprob. transformed "Qamar ez-Zamân and Jeweller's Wife", see: Chavvin V, 212, No. 121 (S.5/1h6g: m, 48, beard when 8, from m-80).
- MGH.

Algeria:
(0) Bin-Ghayouth, Jedrur, 11-42, No. 1: [also in: Tardit XIV: 2, 91-140] <910 §, = 433 §, H138.1, 3.5 + 471B, P350, P171.6.2.8 §, P171.6.0.1 §, U601.1.1 §, T135.1.1 § + 876 + 123.1 §, K1852 + R2375 § + T145.1.1 § + 434B §, Etr. - composite, re-written > (0, text, auth.-coll.).
(8) Frobenius, Kadiylen III, 188-98, No. 42: <300 § (Id), 400 § = 434B § + 300 + 884A + K171.2 > (0).
(9) Frobenius, Kadiylen III, 198-207, No. 43: <434B § + 884A § (0).

Morocco:
(0) Scelis-Millié, Magreb, 32-47, No. 3: <910 §, 400 § + 434B § + 884A = 884A § (Meknès) > (0, B.B.).

0437. The Suppliant Bride (The Needle Princess). [The seemingly dead husband-to-be is revived].
INDEXES: [cf. 403 IV, 406 III IV, 425G, 451; Nowack: 106].
MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
D2563.1, §. Tomenting of magic;
D2005.4, §. Insanity of princess depends on height of fire;
E600, cf. Reincarnation;
K1911.4. The false bride (substituted bride);
K1911.4, False bride (substituted bride) finishes true bride's task and supplants her;
K1911.3, Reimbursement of true bride;
K2256.1, § (Trenchant-gypsy-girl woman);
T137.5, Bride (and party) fetched by groom and party after wedding (Arab-Shahid);
T137.6, Groom leaves bride outside his home-country while he goes home to proper wedding party. (She is abducted or substituted);
T290, Wife beats (also) cradle of sleeping one night with husband; Z1535, §. The wedding symbol (symbolism of the element).

Occurrences:
- PEN.

Qatar:
(1) AOASFC, QTR 87-8, 685-a No. 3: <432 §, cf. + 437, cf. L221.0.1, frather with K1011.3, K181.3c, abreye [f. f., elem. relig. ed., i.e., non-lit., childhood in ozm. coll. f].

Morocco:

- MGP.

Iraq:
(0) Abdl al-Hamid al-Leumid, Tardit III, 100-3, 88-89 <437 § (N.-Mal.)

Syria:
(0) AUC, 11, No. 3: <437 + 430 + 430, B147.2.1.1, l.-Intro. + 894 IV, IV, 432 Eclerc to Euro./Trk trims cf. Aa-Tb (N.W./Sy-Eg. f, 708, Chr. in Aleppo from fr. friend; col. f).
(0) AUC: 34, No. 7: <437 § + 894, II1111, IV, Eclerc to Euro./Trk trims cf. Aa-Tb (N.W./Sy-Eg. f, 708, Chr.-coll.'s gr. mo, in Aleppo from mo; coll. f).
(0) al-Awadi, ibn-Muyayuk, 37-41, [No. 5] <437 § (S./Dmrs/Maydän) f, adult, from gr. mo.

- N.E.

Egypt:
(0) Moray, "Fyryum", 214-17, No. 49: <437 § + 437 IV, Eclerc (S.W./Lym.) f, 42.
(0) AUC: 42, No. 4: <450 §, 400 §, Un.-Intro., M020, II, 81.1, + 870, M372, 2769 + 4308, 437 § + 408, 408, Eclerc (S.f, 38, clothes-washer, w/10 children; col. f).
(0) Aram, Nl, 60-75, No. 3 [NK 1066, 1498]: <437 §, R425G, 22961.0.1.1 § + 894 IV, Eclerc (0).
(52) on massenbach, nachrichte, pt. a.II, 52, no. 27 — <312Aa =/311A*-cf. + B17.1.5.12, G41.4j = 451A, cf-1pt. 4112formed type 451A> (Nu-Kne/Menn). 

—NLE:
- Sudan:
- (53) (A. A. nhilwim, "Rubtuh"
- No. 15 — <451A = 5 > (i) 45-47, farmer);
- (54) A. T. Sayih, "Rubtuh"
- No. 3 — <451A = 872A, as intro., K221.2.3j, cf. Q281.3j, B17.1.5.12, 412j, 264j, Q146 4s 248j, 571.5.1a, united 5, 247j, (i) 7, (j) 6, intro. 6, intro. 451A = 5, (Bir) (All) f);
- Tumina:
- (57) al-Hadi, al-tim, 85-87, Fr. fr. tr. 115, [No. 16] — <451A = 5 > (Bir) (All) f);
- Algeria:
- (58) El-Shamy, "Arab Women"
- No. 33-36, No. 47 — <451A = 5 > (Arzahim/Al-Abyad) f, 27j ell.
- (59) Zumm, Tripoli, 81-93, No. 2 [NK 19] — <451A = 221h, 13j, 25, 44j, N464j, N926j, B17.1.5.12, 412j, 264j, 571.5.1a, united 5, 247j, (i) 7, (j) 6, intro. 451A = 5, (Bir) (All) f);
- Tunisia:
- (60) Harragh, Timi, 88-87, Fr. fr. tr. 115, [No. 16] — <451A = 5 > (Bir) (All) f);
- Morocco:
- (61) El-Shamy, "Arab Women"
- No. 33-36, No. 47 — <451A = 5 > (Arzahim/Al-Abyad) f, 27j ell.
- (62) Zumm, Tripoli, 81-93, No. 2 [NK 19] — <451A = 221h, 13j, 25, 44j, N464j, N926j, B17.1.5.12, 412j, 264j, 571.5.1a, united 5, 247j, (i) 7, (j) 6, intro. 451A = 5, (Bir) (All) f);
- Algeria:
- (63) Harragh, Timi, 88-87, Fr. fr. tr. 115, [No. 16] — <451A = 5 > (Bir) (All) f);
- Morocco:
- (64) Zumm, Tripoli, 81-93, No. 2 [NK 19] — <451A = 221h, 13j, 25, 44j, N464j, N926j, B17.1.5.12, 412j, 264j, 571.5.1a, united 5, 247j, (i) 7, (j) 6, intro. 451A = 5, (Bir) (All) f);
- Algeria:
- (65) Harragh, Timi, 88-87, Fr. fr. tr. 115, [No. 16] — <451A = 5 > (Bir) (All) f);
- Morocco:
- (66) Zumm, Tripoli, 81-93, No. 2 [NK 19] — <451A = 221h, 13j, 25, 44j, N464j, N926j, B17.1.5.12, 412j, 264j, 571.5.1a, united 5, 247j, (i) 7, (j) 6, intro. 451A = 5, (Bir) (All) f);
- Algeria:
- (67) Harragh, Timi, 88-87, Fr. fr. tr. 115, [No. 16] — <451A = 5 > (Bir) (All) f);
- Morocco:
- (68) Zumm, Tripoli, 81-93, No. 2 [NK 19] — <451A = 221h, 13j, 25, 44j, N464j, N926j, B17.1.5.12, 412j, 264j, 571.5.1a, united 5, 247j, (i) 7, (j) 6, intro. 451A = 5, (Bir) (All) f);
- Algeria:
- (69) Harragh, Timi, 88-87, Fr. fr. tr. 115, [No. 16] — <451A = 5 > (Bir) (All) f);
0461A. The Journey to the Deity for Advice or Repayment. [Sick beast is to eat brains of a stupid man for cure]

INDEXES: [CT. 460A, 800X; sub-Afr.-Africa: Lombok. 3332, 3762, 4175].

MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
C161.0.18; E7ab: female (queen) heading government (female as sovereign);
D311.6.3, San answers questions;
F971.4, Fruitarian tree bears fruit;
H171.2.1f, Bird (dove) selects new king: by alighting on his shoulder or head;
H1291. Questions asked on way to other world;
H1292.0.1f, Question (propounded on quest): Why are the affairs of the kingdom so poor? Answer: Ruler is woman masking as man;
H1292.2. Question (propounded on quest): Why does not a certain tree flourish? Answer: God is hidden under it (or a serpent is in its root);
H1292.4.4f, Question (propounded on quest): How can lion (wolf) be cured? Answer: Must eat brains (liver) of foolish man;
J2755.4, The real fool ("without a brain");
J2755.28, The real fool: helpless man refusing kingship and marriage to queen (masking as man);
J2755.38, The real fool: helpless man refusing share in treasure;
K1837.8, cf. Woman in male disguised male king;
L690.1, jCommon person made ruler (king, queen);
N1292.2. Question (propounded on quest): Why does not a certain tree flourish? Answer: God is hidden under it (or a serpent is in its root);
N1292.4.4f, Question (propounded on quest): How can lion (wolf) be cured? Answer: Must eat brains (liver) of foolish man;
N31, 1.1, Man chosen by lot;
P761.2.2f, jRich widow (as heiress of husband's wealth);
Q121.0.1f, jKingdom through marriage to queen (widow) as reward;
T63.0.1f, cf. jChoosing husband by lot (first to arrive, person selected by bird, etc.);
V427.3f, cf. Uncertain ascetic (asciarch, hermit) will go to hell.

Occurrences:
-PEN-
(1) at-Juhaibin, Jazira V, 289-308, No. 20 <--- 461A = + P251.3.5 $> (j).

-MSP-
Iraq:
(2) Muhammad Tawfiq Wazriwder, Twilith E10, 114-22 [g.s.2.1.-, 303-14, No. 67] --- < 461A = > (N. A. Zadieh, Kadri) m, d. 65, Iznik).

-Egypt:
(3) Sayyamin, "Shurqiyah", 147-48, No. IV-3 <--- 461A = Zoual, -imch. text. > (E. S. King) m, 56, nom. lit., farmer);
(4) AUC, 10, No. 4 <--- 461A = , 1 + 750 A $> (Crocoll in., m, 46, chauffeur; col. f);
(5) AUC, 31A, No. 13 <--- 35H1 $> + 461A, cf. + 759 Tareel, legend? (DH/Mrs-Tiwah) m, 56, nom. lit., farmer, from dgh, col. f;
(6) CFMC, UKH-I, No. 365 <--- 461A = + 947, cf. Dvrt. (> N.Kse-Skhir, mkm), m;
(7) CFMC, Sawin\ab, 71-1, 8-2-2 <--- 175H1 = + 461A, + H22 = (S. m, 61, fruit vendor);
(8) CFMC, Sawin\ab, 71-1, 8-2-2 <--- 75H1 = + 461A, + H22 = (S. f, 59, col. f);
(9) AUC, 20A, No. 9 <--- 461A = (S. Us-Kosr), f, 40, from S. Egi., lives in Cairo, narr. to district children, col. f;
(10) Mird, "Fuyüm", 199-201, No. 43 <--- 461A = (S.W./Pyram, f, 15, lit., from gmo).

-NLD-
Sudan:
(11) El-Sharly, Arab Women, 311-13, No. 42 <--- 75H1 = 751D $, cf. + 461A, + (Douala) f, 63, widow, of 10y.

-Algeria:

-MOR-
Morocco:
(14) Choumi, Morocco, 267-69, No. 126 <--- 461A = + 750 + 751D (Djebel"s saint's legend") > (Ben-Nafir) m, d.

0462. The Queen's Queens and the Ogress Queens. [Cous-wives blinded, imprisoned, and driven to cannibalism: delivered by a son that was hidden]


MOTIF-SPECTRUM:
D1131.1, Castle produced by magic;
D1132.1, Palace produced by magic;
D2312.3.4.18, Magically transported on boat;
E2353.3.14, Lastunction by steeplechaser;
F302, cf. Fairy mistress. Mortal man marries or lives with fairy woman;
F771.2.1, jCastle in the air;
F771.1.6, Crystal castle (piscals);
F969.7.11, jSinful (tabu) substance consumed to avert death (e.g., eating human flesh, drinking urine, etc.);
G11.3.5, jCannibal witch;
G11.3.5, Mother devours her child (children);
G36, Taste of human flesh leads to habitual cannibalism;
G72.1.1, jIll-advised mother eats (cooks) own child;
G72.2, Starving woman abandoned in cave eats newborn child;
G72.2.1, Piranades devours Scorpion into eating her own children;
G78.1, Cannibalism in times of famine;
G364, La Belle Dame San Merci. Witch entices men with offers of love and then deserts or destroys them;
G403, cf. Ogre in animal form lures victim into captivity;
G404.1, j2Gore (ogress, demon) as shape-shifter;
G404.1, j2Gore-like witch marries man and causes him misfortune;
G654.1, jSigns (indicators) of ogress's contamination or anger (usually ordinary of the opposite);
G654.1, jIndicator of ogress's contamination (peacefulness) disbelieved appearance;
G654.1, jIndicator of ogress's contamination (peacefulness) breasts thrown over own shoulder;
G654.2, jIndicator of ogress's anger (foulness of mood) neat (groomed) appearance;
H916, jTasks imposed at suggestion of spouse (sweetheart);
H1121, Quests assigned in order to get rid of hero;
H1121, Quest assigned because of feigned illness;
K23.1.1, Mutual agreement to sacrifice family members in famine;
K34, Defensive agreement to kill wives (or children). Trickster shamms the murder, dupes kills his;
K36.2.2, Ogre wisdom demands eyes of six wives of rats or she will die;
K1556.1, j3F, j0Old (spotted) flesh (of dead animal or person) said to be fresh;
L13.1, Youngest wife's son restores eyesight to blinded six wives of rats and reinstates his mother;
L71, Only youngest of group of imprisoned women refuses to eat her newborn child;
N352.5, Woman, driven mad, devour infant's flesh;
N384.0.2, Insanity (loss of senses) due to calamity or fright;
N48.1, Cook as foster father;
N587, j4J, jEco-wife helps (kind to her) co-wife;
P298, j4J, jBad relations between co-wives (one devoured and another);
P298, j4J, jAbsence of jealousy between co-wives;
P48.0.3, j3Household cook (hirpling);
P590.1, j3King's injustice;
P592.9.3.18, Man allowed up to four wives at a time;
P592.9.4.1.1, j2Wife is to follow husband (wherever he goes);
P492, jPhallicism: noble person must do menial service;
R41.3, Captivity in dungeon;
S1, j1 Father banishes son at request of fairy wife;
S31, Chief stepbrother;
S62, Coal husband;
S185, j1Eathy to pregnant woman;
S185.2.3.6, j1Husband refuses to help his pregnant wife;